Mattar named a chair of group aimed at combating antimicrobial resistance
The Source | 9/4/19
Faculty Scholar Caline Matter appointed as chair of the Expert Advisory Group for the Global Antimicrobial Resistance Research and Development Hub.

‘Costly and ineffective’ St. Louis area school discipline gap larger than thought
The Source | 9/7/19
Faculty Scholar Alexis Duncan participates in study examining the role of race, sex, and disability in out-of-school suspensions in St. Louis.

Sudden foreign accent, ‘werewolf’ hair growth: Yes, these odd medical conditions are real
USA Today | 9/8/19
Faculty Scholar David K. Warren among doctors attempting to understand reasons for ‘werewolf’ hair growth.

Sultan: Ways to lower the rising youth suicide rate
STL Today | 9/8/19
Suicide rates are rising among even the youngest in the population. Faculty Scholar Dr. Anne Glowinski weighs in on this growing issue.

Biohackers are pirating a cheap version of a million-dollar gene therapy
MIT Technology Review | 9/9/19
Biohackers are turning their focus to gene therapies, realizing that potential for profit is high. Faculty Scholar Rachel Sachs discusses the issue.

Experts: St. Louis Kids Feeling all the impacts of violence
AP News | 9/9/19
Faculty Scholar, Dr. Laurie Punch, warns that violence affects children’s emotional as well as physical health. Push for school board to explain to children what is happening.

Wash U Institute Aims To Train More Data Scientists Of Color
St. Louis Public Radio | 9/10/19
University to implement new program meant to teach underrepresented minorities about ever-changing research tools. Faculty Scholar Odis Johnson Jr. talks about it.
**Washington U. grant aimed at stopping spread of HIV**
AP News | 9/11/19
Faculty Scholar **Rupa Patel** and team have been awarded an impressive grant to advance efforts in HIV prevention.

**Faculty fellows to lead key areas in provost’s office**
The Source | 9/12/19
University faculty including Institute Faculty Scholar, **Brian Carpenter** appointed as fellows in the office of the Provost.

**Marijuana while pregnant? It’s far more common and concerning than many realize**
Chicago Sun Times | 9/13/19
Does the THC in marijuana affect babies while pregnant? Faculty Scholar, Dr. **Cynthia Rogers**, provides answers.

**Medicaid drops around the state, Missouri House Democrats hold unofficial hearing**
Ozarks First | 9/13/19
Center for Health Economics and Policy Co-Director, **Tim McBride** spoke at the Missouri House Democrats hearing on state Medicaid enrollment decline.

**Debunking the Myth Of A Link Between Mass Shootings And Mental Illness**
St. Louis Public Radio | 9/13/19
Read about what Faculty Scholar Dr. **Jessica Gold** has to say about the supposed link between mass shootings and mental illness.

**4 health care questions, besides Medicare-for-all, every 2020 Democratic candidate should answer**
Vox | 9/14/19
Faculty Scholar **Rachel Sachs** fills us in on the important questions we should be asking our candidates.

**Advocates Decry Renewal Process At Unofficial Medicaid Hearing**
KBIA | 9/15/19
Faculty Scholar **Timothy McBride** weighs in on decreasing Medicaid enrollment, and its relation to Missouri's lagging economic growth.

**St. Louis team creates gun safety PSA**
KSDK | 9/16/19
Channel five features Faculty Scholar Dr. **Laurie Punch** and team effort to remind people of important gun safety rules.

**Here’s who putting big money behind Missouri Medicaid expansion**
Springfield News-Leader | 9/17/19
The **Center for Health Economics and Policy** projects big savings would accompany proposed Medicaid expansion.
How An 'International Price Index' Might Help Reduce Drug Prices
NPR | 9/23/19
Faculty Scholar Rachel Sachs weighs is on potential for reduced drug prices.

Intervention in Uganda aims to stem HIV through economic empowerment for women
The Source | 9/23/19
Faculty Scholar Fred Ssewamala weighs in on what factors may help to reduce women’s exposure to HIV in Uganda.

The Best TV Shows of the Year Have One Thing in Common: Messy Main Characters
InStyle | 9/23/19
Faculty Scholar, Dr. Jessica Gold, talks how individuals compare themselves to characters to improve their own relative well-being.

Local lawmakers weigh what they can — and cannot — regulate in budding business
St. Louis Post-Dispatch | 9/24/19
Wonder what happens in states where marijuana is fully legalized? Faculty Scholar Liberty Vittert says tax revenues increase.

Pulse – Gun violence and learning how to spot toxic stress
KPLR | 9/24/19
Hear Faculty Scholar, Dr. Laurie Punch, speak to the psychological impacts on children from witnessing shootings.

‘Pay to play’ fees a growing trend as school districts face cuts in state aid
POLITICO | 9/26/19
How are school districts dealing with cuts in state aid? Faculty Scholar Amy Eyler sheds light on ‘pay to play’ fees.

Messenger: With big move on Cure Violence, a coalition turns gun violence into public health issue
St. Louis Post-Dispatch | 9/26/19
Faculty Scholar, Dr. Laurie Punch’s “Stop the Bleed” program is highlighted for its significance in helping to implement trust within communities most affected by gun violence.

Pulse – Gateway to Hope
KLPR-TV | 9/30/19
Life Outside of Violence Program Manager, Kateri Chapman-Kramer and collaborators were recently featured on The Pulse on KPLR-TV.